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ABSTRACT
Raman spectroscopy is a well-known technique for complex molecular detection.
In Raman spectrometry, laser beam is focused on a sample to generate a unique "fingerprint" of
the molecule. The Raman signal is very weak. To overcome this problem nano rough metallic
substrates are fabricated to enhance the signal strength. In clinical applications, remote contact
and minimally invasive probes inside the specimen are needed.

This research work is divided in: (1) development of Surface Enhanced Raman Scattering
(SERS) substrate using gold coated etched aluminum foil, (2) development of the SERS probe
using the aluminum based substrate with a single optical fiber and GRIN lens connected to the
Raman spectrometer by an articulate arm, (3) differentiation of the cancerous and benign colon
of a mouse, (4) development of a SERS substrate using gold-coated Multi-wall Carbon Nanotube
(MWCNT) on etched aluminum, and (5) development of another SERS substrate using goldcoated etched silicon wafer.

A low cost clinical probe is developed by using an optical fiber, a gradient-index (GRIN)
lens, and a SERS substrate for molecular imaging to detect biological specimens. A low-cost
SERS substrate is fabricated from aluminum foil covered with 20nm of gold. The optical fiber
connected to a GRIN lens is inside a 0.5mm diameter stainless steel needle. The nano-rough
metallic substrate is glued to the end of the fiber by a thin layer of epoxy.

Different

concentrations of gelatins and various biological tissues have been detected by this probe
connected with a 1m long air path in an articulate arm. Previous work manufactured probes with
long single fiber and two short fibers. This needle probe successfully overcomes the problems

xii

associated with them. The observed Raman signal is comparable to the signal produced by a
microscope objective of the same numerical aperture.

To obtain a highly sensitive SERS substrate, a rough nano-metallic structure is developed
by sputtering gold nano particles on the MWCNT laden etched aluminum foil. Another SERS
substrate is fabricated by depositing gold nano particles on the smooth side of the silicon wafer
after thinning it down from 420µm to 120µm for the development of clinical probes in future.

xiii

CHAPTER 1: BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF CHAPTER CONTENT

This chapter gives a brief description of the chapters 2 to 9 of this work.
Chapter 2 (“Introduction”) first gives a brief description of Raman Scattering and Raman
Spectrometer. It describes the working principle of Raman scattering and the advantages and
disadvantages.

Then it includes the requirements of Surface Enhanced Raman Scattering

(SERS) and specifically why gold is the metal chosen for this research.
Chapter 3 ("Motivation and Research Goals") explains the motivation of the work and the
goals to which this research is directed. The motivation behind the development of a 0.5mm
diameter probe using a single optical fiber is stated.
Chapter 4 (“Nano Cost Surface Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS) Substrate Using
Aluminum Foil and Gold”) describes the fabrication process of a SERS substrate using
Aluminum foil with a thin layer of sputtered gold on it. Experimental data is given to detect the
required parameters for this SERS substrate fabrication. In addition, the in vitro/ conventional
method and the ex vivo/ probe method are compared along with proper specimen preparation for
the enhancement measurement purpose.
Chapter 5 (“Single Fiber Surface Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS) Probe Design”)
describes a unique method of designing a single optical fiber based thin needle probe. It also
shows how remote measurement of the sample is possible using this probe connected with a
previously prepared 1-meter long air path in an articulate arm. The advantages of this single
fiber system are explained there.
Chapter 6 (“Detection Using the Probe Set up”) discusses the detection of Rhodium 6G
with a gelatin specimen, prepared with different concentrations of Rhodamine 6G solution. A
brief description of cancer detection in mouse tissue is given as well along with the detection of
1

various tissues of a mouse. The chapter concludes with the advantage of using this system in
place of biopsies for cancer detection.
Chapter 7 (“Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopic Substrate Utilizing Gold
Nanoparticles on Carbon Nanotubes”) discusses the development of a SERS substrate using gold
coated Multi-wall Carbon Nanotube on etched aluminum foil. Huge enhancements have been
observed for both in-vitro and in-vivo process using this substrate.
Chapter 8 (“Substrate Enhanced Raman Scattering Substrate Using Gold Nano-particles
on Thinned Silicon Wafer”) describes the fabrication of another SERS substrate by sputtering
gold on the thinned silicon wafer. The wafer is thinning down using 30% KOH by one sided
etching, and then gold is sputtered on the smooth side of the wafer. The reasons for thinning the
wafer from 420µm to 120µm are explained there.
Chapter 9 (“Summary and Recommendations for Future work”) is as stated by its title.

2

CHAPTER 2: INTRODUCTION

2.1 Raman Scattering
"I propose this evening to speak to you on a new kind of radiation or light emission from
atoms and molecules." Professor C. V. Raman started his lecture with the South Indian Science
Association in Bangalore on March 16, 1928, in this way to his discovery i.e. Raman scattering
[1, 2].

Raman scattering is an inelastic scattering of a photon, discovered by C. V. Raman (who
was awarded The Nobel Prize in Physics in 1930), and later by K. S. Krishnan in liquids and G.
Landsberg and L. I. Mandelstam in crystals. The effect had been predicted theoretically by Adolf
Smekal in 1923. In 1998 the American Chemical Society designated Raman Effect as National
Historic Chemical Landmark [3] for its analytical capability in molecular level in solids, liquids,
and gases.

Figure 2.1. The first Raman spectrometer, built by C.V. Raman [1]
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A monochromatic light (laser beam) is incident on a material and scattered in different
directions. Scattering of this light can be divided into two types - Rayleigh scattering (named
after British Physicist Lord Rayleigh) or elastic scattering, with no wavelength change and
Raman scattering or inelastic scattering, with a change in wavelength. [4- 9]

Figure 2.2. Incident light scattered in different directions

Approximately 1* 10-7 of the scattered light is Raman. When a collision between the
molecule of the sample and the laser beam (photon) occurs, three things can happen.

1. The energy and the wavelength of the incident photon and the scattered photon remain
the same before and after the collision. As stated above, this is elastic scattering and
known as Rayleigh scattering. Here, the frequency of the scattered light and incident light
is also the same.
Therefore, the energy of the scattered light for is Es = Ei = hν
(Where, h = Planck’s constant, νs = Frequency of scattered light),

4

2. The energy of the scattered photon (Es) is decreased in comparison to the incident photon
due to absorption of energy by the molecule during the collision.

This is inelastic

scattering and is a type of Raman scattering. Here, the frequency of the scattered light is
lower than the incident light, and the spectral line generated by this process is known as a
Stokes line.
Therefore, the energy of the scattered light for Stokes line is Es = hνs = (Ei - ΔE)

(ΔE = Energy difference between scattered light and incident light)

3. The energy of the scattered photon (Es) is increased in comparison to the incident photon.
This is also an inelastic scattering and is a type of Raman scattering. Here, the frequency
of the scattered light is larger than the incident light, and spectral line generated by this
process is known as an anti-Stokes line.
Therefore, the energy of the scattered light for Anti-Stokes line is Es = hνs = (Ei + ΔE)

The probability of Stokes scattering is higher than Anti- Stokes scattering because
anti-Stokes lines are generated only when the molecules are excited before irradiation
[10].

Various types of scattering are shown in Figure 2.3.

5

Figure 2.3. Rayleigh and Raman scattering

At room temperature, most of the atoms or molecules are in the ground state i.e. the
lowest energy state and very few molecules are in excited states or higher energy state [3]. From
Planck's equation (1), the wavelength changes with the change of energy of the photon.
E=hν

(1)

ν=c/λ
(E= Energy of photon Joules, h= Planck’s constant 6.626 x 10-34 J/s, ν= frequency Hz = 1/second)
E = h c / λ = 1.24 / λ

(2)

(c = Velocity of light = 3 x 1010 cm/s, λ= wavelength in µm, E = energy in eV)
The change in wavelength corresponds to a molecular excitation which in turns generates
Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering.

This is the quantum particle interpretation of Raman

scattering, considering the light as a photon that collides with atoms and is scattered inelastically.
The Raman shift in the Raman Effect is the energy lost by the photon due to scattering.
Using equation 1 and 2 it is found that,

6

∆ E = Ei - Es
= h (ν1 – ν2)
= h c {(1/ λ1) - (1/ λ2)}
= 1.24 {(1/ λ1) - (1/ λ2)}

(3)

(λ1 = Wavelength of laser beam, λ 2 = wavelength of scattered light)
Thus, from equation 3, the unit of Raman shift is cm -1. It is also possible to explain the

Raman Effect with classical wave interpretation, where the light is considered as an
electromagnetic wave, which interacts with the atom through its polarizability [12]. A vibration
of a molecule is generated when it absorbs energy, which in turn changes the covalent bond
inside the molecule [11], and the molecular vibration interacts with the external oscillating
electric field, which in turn generates induced dipole moment.
P= α E

(4)

(P= induced dipole moment, α = polarizability of the molecule, E= external oscillating electric
field)
E= E0cos2πν0t

(5)

(E0= the amplitude of the external oscillating electric field, ν 0= frequency of the incident photon)

Therefore, P = α E= α E0cos2πν0t
= (α0 + ∆αcos2π ναt) (E0cos2πν0t)
= α0 E0cos2πν0t + (∆αcos2π ναt) (E0cos2πν0t)
= α0 E0cos2πν0t + ½∆α E0cos2π (ν0 + να) t + ½∆α E0cos2π (ν0 - να) t

(6)

(α0 = initial polarization, να = molecule oscillating frequency, ∆α= change rate of polarizability)
Thus, equation 6 shows that Rayleigh, Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering occur when light
is incident on the substrate and scattered in different directions due to molecular vibration. The
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shape of the Raman spectrum is constant for a specific molecule whereas the intensity of the
spectrum can vary [13].
The advantages of Raman spectroscopy are given below [14, 15].
(a) It is a non-contacting and moderately non-destructive process.
(b) It can detect different chemical structures.
(c) It can be used for almost all kinds of solids, liquids and gases.
(d) Materials can be analyzed through glass, polymers and even in water.
(e) Short sample preparation time.
(f) Short measurement time.
In spite of all these advantages Raman spectroscopy has some disadvantages.
(a) The Raman Effect is very weak, so the sensitivity is low.
(b) Though it is considered to be a non-destructive process sample heating from a sufficiently
high intensity laser beam can destroy the sample.

2.2 Raman Spectrometer
There are four major parts in a Raman spectrometer [15]
a. Excitation Source (typically a Laser)
b. Sample illuminating system and light collection optics
c. Wavelength selector (Notch filter and Diffraction grating)
d. Detector (Charge-coupled device)

8

Figure 2.4. Schematic diagram of a Raman Spectrometer

Figure 2.5. LABRAM Raman spectrometer at EMDL in LSU

9

The Raman spectrometer shown in Figure 2.5 is a LABRAM LAB300 visible/infrared
with a confocal microscope.

The microscope is equipped with different objectives: 10X

(Numerical Aperture= 0.30 and Working Distance=10.10mm), 50X (Numerical Aperture= 0.50
and

Working

Distance=0.66mm),

50X

(Numerical

Aperture=

0.55

and

Working

Distance=10.00mm), 100X (Numerical Aperture= 0.90 and Working Distance=0.21mm). The
wavelength of its He-Ne laser is 632.81nm.

2.3 Surface Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS)
There are many ways to increase the Raman intensity [16]. Surface enhanced Raman
Scattering (SERS) broadens the use of Raman spectroscopy for more applications.

It was

discovered by Martin Fleischmann, Patrick J. Hendra, and A. James McQuillan at the
Department of Chemistry at the University of Southampton, Southampton, the UK in 1973
[17,18]. The SERS effect can increase weak Raman signals by factors of up to 106 - 1010 [19], so
weak signals can be detected by the enhanced Raman signals. There are two mechanisms by
which this enhancement occurs.
1.

Electromagnetic enhancement – Due to the rough surface of the metal surface the laser

beam excites electrons from the surface and creates plasma resonance and strong enhancement of
the electric field [20, 21]. The maximum enhancement of the electric field occurs across small
gaps when the plasmon frequency is in resonance with the laser frequency, and scattering will
occur only when the plasmon oscillates perpendicular to the surface [22]. It is highly dependent
on the surface geometry.
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2.

Chemical enhancement - This enhancement occurs due to the bond formation or charge

transfer between the metal surface and the adsorbed molecule (molecule adsorbed in the metallic
structure which is in nm range). [23, 24]
Among these two enhancements, electromagnetic enhancement is dominant in SERS and
plasma resonance at the surface is the main reason for that. The enhancement factor (EF) of
SERS is given below.

EF = (ISERS* NRS) / (IRS*NSERS)

(7)

(IRS is the intensity of the normal Raman spectra, ISERS is the intensity of the enhanced Raman
spectra, and NRS is the number of molecules involved in the normal Raman spectra, and NSERS is
the number of molecules involved in the enhanced Raman spectra)

2.4 Materials used for Surface Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS)
Usually, gold (Au), silver (Ag) or copper (Cu) are used [25] for SERS as they are highly
conductive, and their plasmon resonance frequencies, depending on the geometry of the
substrates, are in the visible and near-infrared frequency range. Aluminum is also used. The
plasmon resonance frequency of aluminum includes the ultra violet range which is not true for
gold, silver or copper. In addition, aluminum shows enhancement in the infrared frequency
range. [22].
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Table 2.1 Plasmon resonance wavelength for gold, silver, copper, and aluminum [22]

Materials

Wavelength range (nm)

Gold (Au)

580-1250

Silver (Ag)

400-1000

Copper (Cu)

550-1250

Aluminum (Al)

300-1000

Rough metal surfaces are created by distributing nano particles on the substrate by
sputtering, lithography, electrospinning, electrochemical deposition, etc. The size and the shape
of metal nano particles are directly related to the enhancement factor of Raman scattering. Thin
metal film creation is another process of developing a metal surface on the substrate.
We choose Gold (Au) over Silver (Ag) for the following reasons 1.

Gold is non-toxic [26] whereas silver can be toxic. In this work, the enhancement probe

may enter the human body. So, toxic material can't be used.
2.

In fabricating the probe, some materials have to be etched. Gold lasts longer than silver

in most etches.
3.

Ordinarily, silver does not react with oxygen. But, if sulfur compounds are present in the

air then it reacts slowly and creates silver sulfide (Ag2S), a black compound. But, gold is
unaffected by air, water, alkalis and all acids. It dissolves only on aqua regia (a mixture of
hydrochloric acid and nitric acid).
Therefore, for this research purpose gold is more useful and stable than silver.
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CHAPTER 3: MOTIVATION AND RESEARCH GOALS

In Raman spectroscopy a small fraction of the light scattered by the sample generates a
unique "fingerprint" of the material. But, the signal is very weak. In order to enhance the
intensity of the Raman signal the concept of surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) has
been developed several years ago. Rough nano- metallic structures are needed to enhance the
signal. Generally, SERS substrate helps to increase the intensity by a factor of 10 6 to 109. The
development of a low-cost, high sensitive SERS substrate and using it not only for the chemical
specimen detection but also for the detection of biological specimen is the main motivation
behind this work.
Often biopsies are performed to detect cancer in tissue. But, they increase post procedural
risks at the suspected cancer section, and they are time-consuming as well. So, in clinical
applications it is desirable to obtain the Raman signal from within a remote specimen, with a
probe which is minimally invasive, low cost, less time consuming and reusable with no post
procedural risk.
A desirable SERS probe would be thin, less invasive, and produce a strong SERS signal.
This can be achieved with a narrow probe that is remotely coupled to the Raman spectrometer. It
is desirable for the signal to be enhanced. In this work a Surface Enhanced Raman Scattering
(SERS) probe is developed. An optical fiber would provide a flexible coupling between the
probe and the spectrometer. But, a fiber more than a few centimeters long generates its own
Raman signal, which masks the signal from the specimen. In this work, 3 different low cost,
high sensitive SERS substrates have been developed, which contain nano-rough metallic surface
ideal for the enhancement purpose.
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This research work has the following goals:
1) Preparation of a low-cost nano structured SERS template based on aluminum foil and gold
2) Attaching the nano rough gold to the end of an optical fiber
3) Preparing a probe in a 0.5mm outside diameter needle containing a gold coated optical fiber
4) Connecting the probe to the spectrometer by a 1m long air path in an articulated mirrored arm
5) Identifying different biological tissues
6) Development of a highly sensitive SERS substrate using gold coated multi-wall carbon
nanotubes on etched aluminum foil, and
7) Development of another low-cost SERS substrate by sputtering nano-gold particles on thinned
silicon wafer.
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CHAPTER 4: NANO COST SURFACE ENHANCED RAMAN SCATTERING (SERS)
SUBSTRATE USING ALUMINUM FOIL AND GOLD

4.1 Introduction
Household aluminum (Al) foil was used to prepare a SERS substrate in this work. A
Scanning Electron microscope (SEM) was used to observe the surface morphology and the
topography of this SERS substrate [29].

4.2 Raman Methods
There are two types of applications in SERS measurements: in vitro (conventional
method) and ex vivo (Probe).
In the in vitro method, the laser beam typically passes through a transparent specimen in
contact with the rough metallic surface. Figure 4.1 shows the conventional method of SERS.
The specimen could be solid or liquid.

Figure 4.1. In Vitro / Conventional method of SERS
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In the ex vivo process, the laser beam passes through the rough metallic surface. Figure
4.2 shows the ex vivo probe used with a dummy specimen.

Figure 4.2 Ex Vivo SERS Probe

4.3 Specimen Preparation
4.3.1: Rhodamine 6G Solution Preparation
Transparent specimens were used to measure the in vitro enhancement produced by the
aluminum gold based SERS substrate. Rhodamine 6G (R6G) solution is a widely used specimen
for SERS [35- 38]. The chemical formula of R6G is C28H31N2O3Cl. The chemical structure of
R6G is shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3. Chemical structure of Rhodamine 6G

The molecular weight of R6G is 479.01 g/mole, and the solubility is 20g/L at 25 0C
temperature [29]. For this research R6G powder was dissolved in DI water at room temperature
and concentrations varied from 1nM to 1mM by factors of 10 were prepared, shown in Figure
4.4. The 1mM solution is dark red, 100 µM is orange, and 10 µM is pinkish. The 1 µM is almost
transparent, and 100nM to 1nM are clear.

Figure 4.4. Different concentrations of R6G solutions for in vitro measurements
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4.3.2: Gelatin using Rhodamine 6G Solution Preparation
For ex vivo like measurements gelatin samples were prepared with different concentration
of R6G solution (Figure 4.5). 500mg of gelatin (Knox unflavored gelatin, Kraft Foods Global,
Inc.) was mixed with 5ml of the R6G solution to prepare gelatin blocks. The mixture was heated
to 50-60 0C temperature and stirred continuously until the gelatin powder dissolved completely.
Then it was left under a chemical hood at room temperature for 6 hours so that it solidified
completely. Gelatin was used for this research as it is comparable with the human tissues [40],
transparent and easy to prepare.

Figure 4.5. Gelatin prepared with different concentrations of R6G solutions varying from 1nM
to1mM for ex vivo like measurements

4.4 Substrate Preparation
4.4.1: Substrate Cleaning
The Al foil was cleaned by rinsing in acetone, isopropyl alcohol (IPA) and DI water. It
was then dried in nitrogen gas. Acetone washes away organic materials on the aluminum, but
leaves some residues. IPA removes those residues plus greasy materials on the substrates.
4.4.2: Etching of Aluminum Foil
The foil was etched for 1 minute at room temperature in 30% Potassium hydroxide
(KOH), followed by a DI water rinse and nitrogen gas drying. Approximately 1µm thickness of
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aluminum was removed by this isotropic etching, measured by Alpha Step. To prepare the KOH
solution 70 grams of KOH pellets were mixed in 230mL of de-ionized (DI) water at 250C
temperature [31, 32]. Signals were obtained from both front and back side of the non-etched,
etched, and etched while stirring Al foil using 1mM R6G solution as a specimen (table 2). The
50X microscope objective (NA= 0.55) was used to do the measurements. For each case, the
laser beam from the spectrometer was focused at the junction of the gold layer and specimen.

Table 4.1 Raman intensities of 1mM R6G solution on different types of aluminum foil without
gold on both the front and the back side
Different types of Al foil on both side without gold

Raman Intensity of 1mM R6G

1. Non-Etched AL foil Front

178

2. Non-Etched AL foil Back

232

3. Etched (for 60sec) AL foil Front

207

4. Etched (for 60sec ) AL foil Back

265

5. Stirred Etched AL foil Front

230

6. Stirred Etched AL foil Back

282

Household aluminum foil is 98.5% - 99.9% pure aluminum. Available aluminum pellets
are 99.9999% pure aluminum. The foil and the pellets produced similar Raman spectra (Figure
4.7).
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(b)

(a)

Figure 4.6. (a) Photograph of the Aluminum foil (98.5% - 99.9% pure aluminum), (b)
Photograph of the Aluminum pellets (99.9999% pure aluminum)
(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7. (a) Raman spectrum of the non-etched Aluminum foil, (b) Raman spectrum of the
non-etched Aluminum pellet

Results for pellets in 1mM R6G solution are shown in Table 4.2. 60 sec etching time was
optimum for enhancement. Etching the aluminum pellet creates a rough surface (in nano scale
range), which helps to enhance the Raman signal. The stirring based etching showed only a little
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enhancement compared to normal etching.

So, it was decided to sputter gold on all the

aluminum samples to check the enhancement.

Table 4.2. Raman intensities of 1mM R6G solution for different etching times to determine
the optimum etching time for enhancement

Type of Pellets

Raman intensity of 1mM R6G solution

1. Non-Etched Pellet

205

2. Etched AL Pellet 10s

228

3. Etched AL Pellet 30s

276

4. Etched AL Pellet 60s

310

5. Etched AL Pellet 120s

192

4.4.3: Gold Deposition on Substrate
Stronger enhancements were obtained by sputtering gold (Au) of thickness 20nm on the
foil. Previous work [33] showed that 20nm gold thickness is best for enhancement purpose.
Sputtering was done by a DC powered magnetron (Oxford Plasma lab System 400 sputtering
system), at CAMD, LSU. A 2-5 kV DC voltage, a high vacuum of 10-6 Torr, and argon gas
created a neutral plasma within the system. [34] The plasma contains electrons and argon ions.
Argon ions accelerate towards the target due to the applied potential. The argon ions bombard
the gold target and neutral gold atoms are ejected which deposit on the aluminum substrate. A
schematic diagram of the DC powered magnetron sputtering tool is shown in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8. Schematic diagram of the DC powered magnetron sputtering machine

Gold was sputtered on 6 different samples of Al foil, keeping the sputtering condition
fixed for all of them. Table 4.3 shows the enhancement caused due to gold on different Al foil
using 1mM R6G solution as a specimen.
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Table 4.3. Raman intensities of 1mM R6G solution on different types of aluminum foil with gold
on both front and back side

Different types of Al foil with 20 nm of gold

Raman Intensity of 1mM R6G solution

1. Non-etched Al foil Front

672

2. Non-etched Al foil Back

374

3. Etched (for 60s) Al foil Front

1358

4. Etched (for 60s) Al foil Back

1552

5. Stirred Etched (for 60s) Al foil Front

4277

6. Stirred Etched (for 60s) Al foil Back

11693

Stirring based etched (for 60 sec) aluminum foil with 20nm sputtered Au on the back had
the greatest enhancement. This substrate was chosen for the SERS probe. Sputtering creates
small islands of closely packed gold nanostructures, which are ideal for enhancement (Figure
4.9).
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Figure 4.9. SEM image of sputtered gold on back side of the stirring etched aluminium foil

In order to check the performance of the aluminium foil based SERS substrate for the invivo like method the SERS substrate was epoxied to a microscope slide with the gold surface
facing the slide. The aluminium foil was etched out completely using 30% KOH solution at room
temperature. The laser beam was focused at the junction of the R6G solution and gold through
microscope slide, epoxy and gold. The intensity of the Raman spectrum smaller compared to
what was obtained for the in-vitro method for the same SERS substrate. The spectrum for
different concentrations of R6G solution varying from 1nM to 1mM is obtained using this
process (Figure 4.10). The spectrums are shown in Figure 4.11. By change of factor of 106 in
concentration, the intensity is changed by a factor of 10. So, we can say the lower signal
concentration is increased approximately by a factor of 105 due to this SERS substrate.
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Figure 4.10. Process of obtaining Raman signal using ex vivo like method
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Figure 4.11. Raman spectrum of DI water and R6G solutions (concentration varies from 1nM to
1mM by a factor of 10) using ex vivo like method.
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Figure 4.12 Raman signals (using 50x microscope objective) for viewing through gold as a
function of the concentration of R6G solutions

4.5 Conclusions
This chapter described fabrication of a low cost Surface Enhanced Raman Scattering
(SERS) substrate. The chemical specimen preparations for both in vitro and ex vivo like method
were described along with the Raman spectrum using those specimens for both the methods.
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CHAPTER 5: SINGLE FIBER BASED SURFACE ENHANCED RAMAN SCATTERING
(SERS) PROBE DESIGN

5.1 Introduction
In some cases, e.g., clinical applications, it is desirable to obtain a Raman signal from
within a remote specimen. This can be done with a narrow probe that is remotely coupled to the
Raman spectrometer. [11, 33, 41-42] In principle such a probe could consist of a single optical
fiber.
In practice, however, an optical fiber more than a few cm long generates its own Raman
signal. This effectively masks the signal from the sample. Consequently, previous SERS probes
have used separate laser and spectrometer fibers. [43-45] However, probes with two fibers are
inherently far less sensitive than single fiber probes.
This work compares one and two fiber probes and describes how a single fiber probe can
avoid the masking background signal and produce a signal comparable to that of a sample on the
microscope stage.

Some sections of this chapter in its current form are published in a journal article. It is
reproduced with changes from [Srismrita Basu, Hsuan-Chao Hou, Debsmita Biswas, Subhodip
Maulik, Theda Daniels-Race, Mandi Lopez, Michael Mathis, and Martin Feldman, "A needle
probe to detect surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) within solid specimen", Review of
Scientific Instruments, 88(2), 2017] with the permission of AIP Publishing (Appendix A)
Some sections of this chapter in its current form are published in a journal article. It is
reproduced with changes from [Srismrita Basu, Hsuan-Chao Hou, Debsmita Biswas, Theda
Daniels-Race, Mandi Lopez, Michael Mathis, and Martin Feldman, "A Single Fiber Surface
Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS) Probe", Journal of Vacuum Science & Technology B,
Nanotechnology and Microelectronics: Materials, Processing, Measurement, and Phenomena,
35(6), 2017] with the permission of JVSTB Publishing (Appendix B)
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Figure 5.1. (a) Long single fiber system, (b) Two fiber system

5.2 Theory
The SERS signal originates within a few nanometers of the rough metallic surface. The
amount of Raman light that is captured is proportional to the solid angle through which it is
viewed. In a conventional system, a microscope objective is focused on the metallic surface. The
signal strength at focus is proportional to the solid angle sustained by the objective or to the
square of its numerical aperture NA
SR = C (NA)2

(7)

(SR= Raman signal strength and C= a constant)
Table 5.1 given below shows the data for different microscope objectives with different
numerical apertures to calculate the relation between Raman intensity and numerical aperture.
These data were then plotted to show that Raman intensity is proportional to the square of the
numerical aperture (Figure 5.2).
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Table 5.1. Raman intensity for different microscope objectives and Probe with different
numerical apertures
Objective

NA

Raman intensity

2.5X

0.075

200

4X

0.10

600

Probe

0.12

460

10X

0.25

2900

10X

0.30

3500

50X

0.55

14000

Fig. 5.2. Surface Enhanced Raman signal strength as a function of numerical aperture. Except for
point "F", all the data were taken through microscope objectives focused on the same rough
metallic sample. F was taken through an optical fiber, and the data has been compensated for a
50% insertion loss. The straight line is a fit to Raman intensity proportional to the square of the
Numerical Aperture. [46]
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The signal strength is independent of the focused spot size, which is always small
compared to the objective’s lens diameter. The signal strength depends on the focus. However,
the conventional formula for depth of focus,
DOF = k2 λ / (NA)2

(8)

where k2 is a constant close to 0.5, cannot be used because the incident laser beam does not fill
the microscope objective.
The entrance slit of the spectrometer is nominally conjugate to the focus of the
microscope objective. Depending on the signal strength vs. resolution tradeoff made by the
manufacturer, out of focus Raman light may overfill the entrance slit and be lost. Empirically it
is found that the depth of focus in our spectrometer is about 9 µm FWHM for an NA = 0.55
objective, compared to about 1.3 µm as predicted by Equation (7) (Figure 5.3).

Figure 5.3. Surface enhanced Raman scattering signal strength as a function of focus for a 50X,
NA = 0.55 microscope objective. A Gaussian fit is shown for comparison. The FWHM is
roughly 9 µm, much larger than the nominal depth of focus of the objective. [46]
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In addition to a potential reduction in probe diameter, a single optical fiber has an
important advantage in signal strength over two adjacent fibers. The light exits a single mode
fiber at a waist, corresponding to the waist formed at the focus of a microscope objective of the
same NA. A metallic surface on the end of the fiber is in perfect focus, and the Raman light is
collected within the NA of the fiber. There is a different situation in probes that use two fibers
(Figure 5.4).

Figure 5.4. A two-fiber SERS system. Single mode laser light exits the top fiber, interacts with
nanoparticles in the shaded region, and generates Raman light which enters the bottom fiber in
the zero order. [46]
Single mode laser light exits the top fiber with a numerical aperture sin (θ) into a cone of
half angle θ. Nanoparticles are distributed in the region to the right of the fibers. Raman signals
from the nanoparticles can only enter the bottom fiber signals as single mode light if they
originate in the region where the NA’s of the two fibers overlap. For simplicity, we assume that
the nanoparticles are concentrated in the plane where the NA cone of the top fiber meets the
center line of the bottom fiber. About 40% of the laser beam lies within the NA cone of the
bottom fiber. The distance to the core of the bottom fiber, Y, is
Y = D / sinθ
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(9)

The effective numerical aperture for Raman light entering the bottom fiber is related to
the entrance diameter and the distance to the fiber,
NA (entrance) = d /2Y

(10)

From Equation (7), the ratio, R, of signal strengths is proportional to the square of the
numerical apertures. Thus the ratio of the signal strengths between a single fiber of numerical
aperture sin (θ) and a two-fiber system with NA given by Equation (9) is
R = (2D/d)2

(11)

For our fibers, D = 125 µm and the core diameter, d = 5 µm, so that R= 2500. The two
fiber signals are further reduced because only 40% of the laser light contributes, losses in the
tissue between the fiber and the nanoparticles have been neglected, and the dispersed
nanoparticles may be less effective in generating hot spots than the closely packed nanoparticles
on the end of the single fiber. Although to some extent this large ratio can be mitigated by
reducing the fiber diameters, and/or using multiple Raman fibers or directing the NA cones
toward each other, [47- 49] there still remain the problems, in a clinical setting, of introducing
the nanoparticles, comparing sites with different nanoparticles, and either removing the
nanoparticles or letting them remain in the subject.
The advantages of a single fiber probe are maintained if the fiber is only a few cm long.
This short fiber can be coupled to the spectrometer through a long air path via an articulated
mirrored arm. [33, 41] The data point labeled “F” in fig. 17 was obtained with a 5 cm long
optical fiber of NA = 0.12 coupled to the air path with an integral Graded Index (GRIN) lens.
The data have been adjusted by a factor of 2 to compensate known insertion losses in the path
from the spectrometer to the GRIN lens.
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5.3 Experimental
Gold is a desirable enhancement metal in a clinical probe, [50] since it is non-toxic, nonreactive, etch resistant, highly conductive, and almost transparent in thin depositions. However,
it adheres very poorly to glass, and recent work has sought a suitable adhesion layer for SERS
applications. [51] Instead of seeking to bond deposited gold directly [52- 54] to the glass fiber,
we have exploited a related property: on many surfaces, a thin layer of deposited gold forms
closely packed nano sized beads, like drops of water on a glass sheet.
Probe construction starts by sputtering a layer of gold nominally 20 nm thick, which is
deposited as an array of nanoparticles, on a sheet of household aluminum foil.

Figure 5.5 (a) SEM image of 20 nm of sputtered gold on aluminum foil. (b) SEM image of 20
nm of gold after epoxying to glass and etching away the aluminum. The characteristic closely
packed gold globules form an ideal surface for enhancing Raman scattering. [55]

The fiber is a component of a commercially available GRIN lens assembly (GRIN Fiber
Collimator model 50-630, Thor labs, Newton, NJ) (Figure 5.6).
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Figure 5.6. Schematic diagram of the GRIN lens coupled fiber

The fiber of this assembly was cleaved to length and the jacket removed for about 1 mm
from the end of the fiber (Figure 5.7(a)). Stainless steel tubes, telescoping down to 0.5 mm
outside diameter, were epoxied in place between the GRIN lens and the fiber (Figure 5.6(b)),
leaving about 20 µm of fiber protruding from the end. The aluminum foil, gold side up, was
placed on a compliant rubber block (Figure 5.7(c)). A small amount of quick setting clear epoxy
was placed on the aluminum foil, and the probe was forced down with sufficient pressure to
produce a permanent dent in the rubber and drive any excess epoxy from the gap between the
fiber and the gold. After the epoxy had fully hardened, the aluminum was removed by etching in
a 6% KOH solution at room temperature for 2 hours. Excess epoxy was removed by hand
sanding with 400 grit sandpaper (Figure 5.7(d)). A photo of the finished probe is shown in
Figure 5.7(e). It is estimated that because of the pressure during bonding, less than about 1 µm
of epoxy was left between the end of the fiber and the gold nanoparticles.
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Figure 5.7. (a) Simplified sketch, not to scale, of GRIN lens and optical fiber assembly. For
clarity, the fiber jacket, etc., have been omitted (b) Stainless steel needle epoxied in place (c)
Gold covered foil epoxied under pressure to the fiber (d) Aluminum dissolved in etch, leaving a
thin layer of gold epoxied to the fiber (e) Photograph of the finished probe. [46]

Another probe was prepared by thinning down the cladding of the optical fiber. For that
purpose, the optical fiber was inserted vertically in hydrofluoric (HF) acid for 6 hours, which
reduced the cladding diameter from 125 µm to 50 µm. Only the end of the fiber approximately
50 µm long was thinned. The optical image of the side view of the optical fiber before and after
etching is shown in Figure 5.8.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.8. (a) Side view of the fiber before etching under 20X microscope objective, and (b)
side view of the fiber after etching under 20X microscope objective.

The diameter of the core, through which light travels, remained 5µm, and the optical
performance was unchanged. This etching was performed to increase the pressure on the epoxy
during probe preparation. The pressure is given by
Pressure (P) = Force/ Area
= F/ A

(12)

By reducing the area, more pressure can be applied with the same force resulting in a
thinner layer of epoxy at the end of this fiber. A wooden structure with screw and spring was
used to apply an equal amount of force on the fiber to reduce the thickness of the epoxy (Figure
5.9).
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Figure 5.9. Wooden structure with spring used for applying pressure to thin the epoxy at the end
of the fiber.

5.4 Connecting Probe to the End of an Articulate Arm
Laser light left the spectrometer as a parallel beam, whose width was adjusted by a
Galilean telescope. The fiber was coupled by the GRIN lens to the spectrometer through a
mirrored arm. Joints in the arm, which was previously reported by J. Kim et. al, [33, 41] permit
the needle to be placed at any angle and anywhere within a working volume of about 1 cubic
foot. A total of seven mirrors (2 external mirrors to guide the laser beam to enter the arm and 5
internal mirrors in the arm) were used in the system. All 5 internal mirrors were mounted at 450
angles. Therefore, whenever any joint rotates, the laser beam reflects at 900, and travels to the
end of the arm.
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Joints
Spectrometer

GRIN lens

Fiber
Figure 5.10. Schematic diagram of the articulate arm connected to fiber probe and Raman
spectrometer [55]

The probe is connected to the articulate arm by a tilting table to direct the beam at the
correct angle to the GRIN lens. The laser beam travels as a parallel beam to the GRIN lens,
where it is coupled to a numerical aperture = 0.12 optical fiber.
Figure 5.10 is a schematic diagram of the articulated arm with probe, and Figure 5.11 is a
photograph of the set up consisting of Raman Spectrometer, Galilean telescope, mirror coupled
articulate arm, tilting table, and SERS probe with GRIN lens.
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Figure 5.11. Photograph of the system

A Raman spectrum was obtained with the needle probe in air. There is a prominent peak
at 800 cm-1.

This was generated internally by the epoxy in the probe and its run to run

reproducibility, about ± 10%, is a useful check and helps to calibrate the system gain.

A

corresponding Raman spectrum was obtained by the needle probe in DI water. The spectra are
similar in shape but slightly different in intensity (Figure 5.12). The water may reduce the
coupling of the Rama signal from the epoxy back to the fiber.
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Figure 5.12 Raman spectrum obtained from needle in air and DI water. The red spectrum is
from the needle probe in air and the blue spectrum is from the needle probe in DI water

5.5 Conclusions
This chapter described the fabrication of the single fiber SERS needle probe, and how a
flexible pre-built articulate arm [33, 41] is connected to the probe for remote operations.
The air path connected probe not only increased the flexibility of the positioning of the
specimen but also overcame problems in previously reported probes by other groups using
multiple optical fibers.
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CHAPTER 6: DETECTION USING THE PROBE SET UP

6.1 Introduction
Cancer is a worldwide problem, which causes a huge number of deaths. [56- 58] A
biopsy is one of the common ways of detecting cancer, where experts examine the tissues or
cells under a microscope. [59-61] By applying this research an abnormality of a tissue can be
detected without taking it outside the body, which reduces the post procedural risk of a biopsy.
[62] In addition, multiple detections are possible for a single insertion, in situations where
multiple biopsies are not practical.
Raman signals were obtained with the needle probe and articulate arm described here
from doped gelatin blocks and within organs obtained from freshly sacrificed mice.

6.2 Detection of Gelatin using Different Concentrations of Rhodamine 6G Solutions
Raman signals were obtained by inserting the probe into blocks of gelatin containing
Rhodamine 6G dyes (Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2).

Some sections of this chapter in its current form are published in a journal article. It is
reproduced with changes from [Srismrita Basu, Hsuan-Chao Hou, Debsmita Biswas, Subhodip
Maulik, Theda Daniels-Race, Mandi Lopez, Michael Mathis, and Martin Feldman, "A needle
probe to detect surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) within solid specimen", Review of
Scientific Instruments, 88(2), 2017] with the permission of AIP Publishing (Appendix A)
Some sections of this chapter in its current form are published in a journal article. It is
reproduced with changes from [Srismrita Basu, Hsuan-Chao H,ou, Debsmita Biswas, Theda
Daniels-Race, Mandi Lopez, Michael Mathis, and Martin Feldman, "A Single Fiber Surface
Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS) Probe" Journal of Vacuum Science & Technology B,
Nanotechnology and Microelectronics: Materials, Processing, Measurement, and Phenomena,
25(6), 2017] with the permission of JVSTB Publishing (Appendix B)
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Figure 6.1. Photograph of Probe at end of articulated arm inserted in Gelatin block

Figure 6.2. Raman spectrum of Gelatin made with 1mM R6G solution using the needle probe
connected to the articulate arm [46]
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SERS results (Figure 6.3. and Table 6.1) from a needle inserted into gelatin blocks made
with different concentrations of R6G solutions showed a signal variation of less than a factor of
10, over a range of 1000 in concentration. Round trip losses in the mirrors reduced the signal
strength by a factor of 2. After correcting for the loss, the signal strength was comparable to the
conventional operation of the spectrometer with a microscope objective with the same NA
(0.12). The result demonstrates the usefulness of a single fiber half millimeter diameter needle
probe in solid specimen.

Table 6.1. Raman intensity for Gelatin prepared by different concentrations of Rhodamine 6G
solutions measured by needle probe connected with the articulate arm to the Raman
spectrometer.
Concentration of R6G in Gelatin

Raman Intensity (A.U.)

DI water

0

1 µM

70

10 µM

140

100 µM

232

1000 µM

460
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Figure 6.3. Intensity vs. R6G concentration in gelatin [46]

6.3 Detection of Various Mouse Tissues
Raman spectra from mouse tissues were also obtained by inserting the probe into organs
removed from mice. The results are shown below in Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4. Raman spectra for (a) Lungs, (b) Kidney, (c) Heart, (d) Liver, (e) Skin, and (f)
Muscle from freshly removed organs of mice using the needle probe connected with the Raman
spectrometer through the articulate arm. [55]
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Multiple measurements of tissue were made by inserting the needle in different locations
and multiple times at the same position as well to verify the data. The intensity varied by ± 50%,
but the shape of the spectra remained the same to within ± 10%.
The variations arose from the granularity of the biological samples; individual cells were
several microns apart causing variations in how close some approached the rough gold.
However, even though the gain varied from run to run, the shapes of the spectra were consistent.

6.4 Detection of Cancerous Tumor of a Mouse
Raman signals were obtained by inserting needle probes into a cancerous colon tumor
and a healthy colon obtained from freshly sacrificed mice. Multiple measurements were made
by inserting the probe into different sections of the colon for both healthy and cancerous colons.
Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 are photographs of the needle probe in a healthy colon and cancerous
colon respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.5. Photograph of (a) needle probe in healthy colon, (b) healthy colon taken out from a
freshly sacrificed mouse
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.6. Photograph of (a) needle probe in cancerous tumor, (b) cancerous tumor taken out
from a freshly sacrificed mouse

Figure 6.7. Raman spectra obtained by a needle probe into mouse colons. The dotted curve is for
a healthy colon, the solid curve for a cancerous colon tumor [55]

The dotted green curve in Figure 6.7 is the average of 10 Raman spectra taken at different
sites in the colon of a healthy mouse; the solid red curve is the average of 4 Raman spectra from
a cancerous tumor in a mouse colon. The prominent peak at 800 cm-1 arises internally in the
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probe due to epoxy and its run to run reproducibility, about ± 10%, is a useful check and helps to
calibrate the system gain.

This is an additional advantage over two fiber systems using

separately implanted metallic nanoparticles; abnormalities may be identified by signal strength
differences between sites, which is not possible with uncertain concentrations of the inserted
nanoparticles.
The average standard deviation at each point was about 50%, much larger than for the
epoxy peak or for runs taken in solutions of Rhodamine dye. It is believed the variations arose
from the granularity of the biological samples; individual cells were several microns apart
causing variations in how close some approached the rough gold. However, even though the
gain varied from run to run, the shapes of the spectra were consistent and there were strong
correlations between different parts of the spectrum. Consequently, the ratio between any two
spectral lines in the same run was much more reproducible, with a standard deviation of 5 to
10%, even though the run to run reproducibility was around 50%. This property was used to
distinguish between spectra.
The spectra of healthy and cancerous colons in Figure 6.7 are significantly different. In
four places in the spectra the differences are particularly large. A quantitative measure of the
differences was obtained by selecting spectral lines from these places. In two of these lines
(labeled 1) the cancerous Raman signal was greater than the healthy one, and in two of them
(labeled 2) it was smaller (Table 6.2). All four ratios, 2, between each 1 spectral line and
each 2 spectral line were calculated for each run. The average ratio of several runs and its
standard deviation were computed for each 2. The ratios are different for the healthy tissue
and the tumor.
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In each of the four cases in Table 6.2, the difference in the ratios is ≥ 4.8 standard
deviations. Statistically, a difference of 4.8 standard deviations occurs less than 1 time in
1,000,000. Larger standard deviations are even less likely. So, it is mathematically certain that
the cancerous tumor and the healthy tissue are different.

Table 6.2. Ratios of the intensities of Raman spectral lines, v1 to v2, for cancerous tumors and
healthy mouse colon cells. In all four cases, the ratios are much larger for tumors than for healthy
colons, with differences of many standard deviations [55]

6.5 Conclusions
After correcting for known losses in the light path, the signal was comparable to that
obtained from the specimen viewed directly by the spectrometer. The flexibility of positioning
obtained with the articulate arm combined with the strong signal makes these probes attractive
for clinical applications.
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With the thin needle probes multiple sites can be examined at a time. For example, in the
prostate where many small, closely spaced areas need to be examined, this process will be
extremely helpful. In addition, there is no need to insert and/or remove nanoparticles near
suspected cancer sites. The sensitivity is constant because the same rough surface, attached to
the probe, is always used. Consequently, abnormalities may be identified by signal strength
differences between sites, which are not possible with uncertain concentrations of inserted
nanoparticles. Moreover, the results are available immediately, without the need for return
patient visits.
In conclusion, a single fiber SERS probe is a minimally invasive method to obtain robust
diagnostic Raman spectra.
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CHAPTER 7: SURFACE ENHANCED RAMAN SPECTROSCOPIC SUBSTRATE
UTILIZING GOLD NANOPARTICLES ON CARBON NANOTUBES

7.1 Introduction
This chapter reports a state of the art low cost technique to fabricate Surface Enhanced
Raman Spectroscopy (SERS) substrates.

A Gold (Au) nano-metallic structure for surface

enhancement is created by depositing Au nanoparticles on a Multi-wall Carbon Nanotube
(MWCNT) layer pre-deposited on an etched Aluminum foil. Low cost and simple methods are
used to deposit the nanotubes. Significant enhancements in signal strength have been observed in
both in vitro and ex vivo like measurements.
The enhancement for Surface Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS) substrates occurs
when the nano-metallic structures contain features that are smaller than the wavelength of the
incident monochromatic light

[63]

. The enhancement is highly surface geometry dependent. The

current technologies involved in fabrication of SERS substrates are mostly expensive, labor
intensive and time consuming [64- 68].
7.1.1: Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs)
Although CNTs were first discovered in 1952 by Radushkevich and Lukyanovich, they
received much more attention when they were rediscovered by Sumio Iijima in 1991[69-70].
CNTs are basically single or multiple roll of graphene sheets [71].

Some sections of this chapter in its current form is published in a journal article. It is
reproduced with changes from [Srismrita Basu, Subhodip Maulik , Hsuan-Chao Hou, , Theda
Daniels-Race, and Martin Feldman, "Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopic Substrate Utilizing
Gold Nanoparticles on Carbon Nanotubes", Journal of Applied Physics, 122(17), 2017] with the
permission of AIP Publishing (Appendix C)
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When a 2-D graphene sheet is rolled once into a nanometer-diameter single tube or
cylinder it forms a single walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT), and when the sheet is rolled
multiple times it forms a multi walled carbon nano tube (MWCNT). CNTs have a wide range of
applications due to their unique electrical, mechanical and thermal properties. The electrical
conductivity of the CNTs is determined by the helicity of the CNT structure. The variation by
which the graphene sheets are rolled up explained the helicity of the tubes represented by a chiral
vector (C= na1 + ma2). The numbers n and m represents pair of integers and a1 and a2 represent
unit vectors along the direction of the crystal lattice of the graphene sheet. If m= 0 or n= 0, the
CNTs are called Zigzag nanotubes, and if m= n, the CNTs are called armchair nanotubes.
Otherwise they are known as chiral. [76]

Depending on tits chirality a CNT can behave as a

metal (when it has armchair structure) or as a semiconductor (when it has chiral structure).
Under tension it is the strongest material in the world due to its strong carbon-carbon covalent
bond. In addition, CNTs are light weight, and have a high elastic modulus, super conductivity
(below 20°K), and high thermal conductivity.[72-75]

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.1. (a) Single walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT), (b) Multi walled carbon nanotube
(MWCNT) (Triple layer). [76]
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Instead of expensive and laborious Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) and/or
lithographic steps we have developed a unique gold coated MWCNT SERS technology that is
cost efficient and fast. In addition our SERS substrates are far more rugged than existing
substrates, an important consideration for many SERS applications. Au was chosen for this
work because it is non-toxic, has a high melting point, does not oxidize, and has high etching
selectivity. Household aluminum foil is used as a sacrificial substrate. Al foil was chosen as it is
readily available and is easily etched in Potassium Hydroxide (KOH).

7.2 Experimental Procedure
7.2.1: Substrate Preparation
The aluminum foil was first cleaned by the process described in section 4.4.1. Previous
work showed

[11, 13, 31]

maximum SERS was obtained after stirring assisted etching of the back

side of the aluminum foil. Accordingly, the foil was etched for 1 minute at room temperature in
30% Potassium hydroxide (KOH), followed by a DI water rinse and nitrogen gas drying.
Approximately 1µm thickness of aluminum was removed by etching.

7.2.2: Multi wall Carbon Nanotube Preparation
Two batches of MWCNT suspension were prepared. One batch of MWCNT suspension
was prepared with Isopropyl alcohol (IPA) and Sodium Dodecyl Sulfonate (SDS) as described
by Maulik et.al. [77- 78] In this method 40 mgs of SDBS was mixed with 200mL of IPA. Then this
mixture was ultra-sonicated for 10minutes. 100mg of MWCNTs were added to this SDBS and
IPA based solution and again ultra-sonicated for 20minutes using a tip sonicator while putting
the beaker containing the MWCNT suspension in ice bath.
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A second batch of MWCNT suspension was prepared using the Acid Refluxing method
described by Sarkar et.al [79- 83]. In this method, 100mg of as-purchased MWCNT powder was
mixed with 30mL of concentrated sulfuric acid 10mL of concentrated nitric acid. This mixture
was stirred for 15minutes and then heated at 700C temperature for 20 minutes. It was cooled by
putting the beaker containing the solution in an ice bath. Then, this solution was washed with
deionized water using a Buchner funnel set up and a filter paper until the solution achieved a pH
level of 7.

Finally, the MWCNTs were mixed with 50mL IPA, and sonicated to get the

MWCNT suspension.

7.2.3: Deposition of MWCNT Suspension on Substrate
MWCNTs were deposited on aluminum foil. Instead of the more common, labor intense
and costly, Chemical Vapor deposition (CVD)

[84- 87]

two alternative MWCNT deposition

techniques were used: 1) Casting droplets of a suspension of MWCNT and 2) Voltage controlled
spraying of the MWCNT suspension

[77, 78, 88]

. Both methods are fast and inexpensive. Both

batches were deposited on the back side of the stirred-etched aluminum foil, using both drop
casting and voltage controlled spraying (Table 7.1). For drop casting multiple drops of MWCNT
suspension were dripped on the Al foil. Both acid refluxed MWCNT solution and surfactant
assisted MWCNTs suspensions were used to prepare two separate set of samples.
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Figure 7.2. Drop casting method. Gold was sputtered after the MWCNT were deposited.

For voltage controlled spraying, we followed the method developed by Maulik et.al
88]

[77, 78,

, where a 70nm thick MWCNT layer was developed by spraying for 40seconds with a 7 KVolt

DC voltage. The Al foil was mounted on a rotating disc to get a uniform thickness of the
MWCNT layer.

7.2.4: Au Sputtering on MWCNT Coated Etched-Stirred Al foil
20nm of Au was sputtered on the deposited MWCNT, creating a nano-metallic structure
of nano-islands of gold on the MWCNTs. A circular magnetron sputtering chamber (Oxford
Plasma Lab System 400 Sputtering System) was used. The gold layer appeared visually uniform
and was transparent.
MWCNT prepared by IPA and SDS and deposited on the back side of etched-stirred
aluminum foil by the voltage controlled deposition method had the maximum enhancement and
this substrate was chosen for gold deposition.

Scanning Electron Microscope images of

MWCNTs on stirred-etched Aluminum foil before and after 20nm sputtered Au are shown in
Figure 7.3. The MWCNT layer formed a bird nest/ spaghetti like structure, where CNTs are
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placed horizontally very close to each other. When gold is sputtered on them it creates closely
packed nano-structures which are ideal for enhancement.

Figure 7.3. (a) SEM image of CNT deposited on stirred-etched aluminum foil (b) SEM image
of 20nm sputtered gold on CNT deposited on stirred-etched aluminum foil. Both images were
taken with 100,000 X magnification. [89]

7.2.5: Preparation of Rhodium 6G Solution
Solutions of Rhodamine 6G (R6G) were used as specimen for SERS. The powdered R6G
was dissolved in de-ionized water at 500C temperature by stirring the solution for 3-4 hours.
Solutions were prepared varying in concentration from 1pM to 1mM in steps of 10.

7.3 Results
Drops of the R6G solution were placed on microscope slides under cover slips (Figure
7.4). The cover slips delayed the evaporation of the R6G solution and created a flat optical
surface. The laser light from the Raman spectrometer was focused on the substrate through the
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solution, and the measurement was done immediately after putting a single drop of R6G solution
on the SERS substrate.

Figure 7.4. In vitro arrangement for SERS [89]

A SERS spectrum obtained at a concentration of 1mM (Figure 7.5) shows the principle
peaks of R6G at 610, 771, 1180, 1310, 1360, 1504, 1647 cm-1

[90]

The signal arising from the DI

water on gold coated MWCNT in IPA on the etched-stirred Al foil is shown for comparison
(Figure 7.6). This spectrum does not contain any MWCNT peak or any specific peak from the
SERS substrate. The relative signal strengths at 1360 cm-1 are given in Table 7.1 for different
methods of MWCNT preparation.
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Figure 7.5. Raman signal (with a microscope objective of NA=0.55) 1mM R6G solution on gold
covered MWCNT on etched-stirred Aluminum foil [89]

Table 7.1. Raman intensities of 1mM R6G solution for different types of substrates (CNT layer
on back side of etched-stirred aluminum foil)

Acid Reflux

IPA and SDS

Drop Casting

814

5107

Voltage Controlled

1505

5428

SERS signals were obtained for R6G concentrations from 1nM to 1mM. Over a factor of
106 change in the concentration of R6G the Raman signals changed by a factor of 650 (Figure
7.6). All the data were averaged over 15 measurements taken after putting a single drop of R6G
solution on the SERS substrate and were reproducible to about ±7%.
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Figure 7.6. Raman signals of R6G solutions (using 50x microscope objective) for gold on
MWCNT on the back side of etched-stirred Aluminum foil as a function of the wavenumber,
Concentration of R6G vary from 1nM to 1mM by a factor of 10. [89]

The substrate was epoxied to a microscope slide with the gold layer facing the epoxy.
The Al foil was etched and the MWCNT was removed by ashing. Only a thin layer of rough gold
remained epoxied to the slide. This produced a much stronger bond between the gold nano
particles and the glass than directly deposited gold. 51 In addition the higher roughness of the
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resulting gold nanostructure greatly increased the Raman signal intensity. The strong bond to the
glass permits forceful contact with solid specimen. In addition it is not necessary for the
specimen to be transparent as in Figure 7.4, as the signal is obtained by viewing through the gold
in contact with the specimen (Figure 7.7).
With the additional processing signals were detected from concentrations of R6G as low
as 1pM. This indicates a much larger enhancement of the signal after ashing (Figure 7.8 and
Figure 7.9).

Figure 7.7. Process of sample preparation and measurement for ex vivo like method [89]
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Figure 7.8. Raman signals of R6G solutions (using microscope objective of NA= 0.55) for
viewing through gold on the back side of etched-stirred Aluminum foil, after ashed the MWCNT
layer, as a function of the wavenumber, Concentration of R6G vary from 1nM to 1mM by a
factor of 10. [89]
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Figure 7.9. Raman signals (using 50x microscope objective) for viewing through epoxy and gold
after ashing as a function of the concentration of R6G solutions (Red solid curve), and Raman
signals (using 50x microscope objective) for gold on MWCNT on the back side of etched-stirred
Aluminum foil as a function of the concentration of R6G solutions (Blue dotted curve). [89]

A SERS probe is developed using this SERS substrate following the same process
described in the Chapter 5 (Figure 5.7). The enhanced Raman spectrum for 1mM R6G solution
in gelatin in given below (Figure 7.10). The sensitivity of this probe is higher than the probe
developed with sputtered gold on the back side of the stirred-etched Al foil.
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Figure 7.10 Raman signal of 1mM R6G solution in gelatin using optical fiber probe with Au
coated MWCNT on Al foil

7.4 Conclusion
This chapter reports the preparation of a Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopic
substrate using Carbon nanotubes and Gold without costly Chemical Vapor Deposition and
lithographic steps. The signal from gold plated aluminum foil is increased by stirring assisted
etching, carbon nanotube deposition, and a subsequent etch to remove the nanotubes (Table 7.2).
This MWCNT assisted SERS substrate is used for the development of SERS probe for
clinical applications.

This newly developed SERS probe is much sensitive than the probe

described in chapter 5. The bird nest structure of MWCNT layer with sputtered Au on is the
reason behind this enhancement.
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Table 7.2. Signals from a 1mM suspension of R6G on different substrates
Types of substrate

Intensity

Non-etched Al foil (Back side)

232

Stirred etched Al foil (Back side)

282

MWCNT on stirred etched al foil (Back side)

5428

Au on MWCNT on stirred etched Al foil (Back side)

21500
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CHAPTER 8: SURFACE ENHANCED RAMAN SCATTERING SUBSTRATE USING
GOLD NANO-PARTICLES ON THINNED SILICON WAFER

8.1 Introduction
Gold nanoparticles were sputtered on the smooth side of a polished silicon (Si) wafer to
create a Surface Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS) substrate. The specification of this silicon
wafer in given below (Table 8.1). In order to use this SERS substrate in future for the fabrication
of a clinical probe it was thinned by one-sided etching.

Figure 8.1. Photograph of the <1-0-0> Silicon wafer

Table 8.1 Specification of the Silicon wafer
Type

N

Thickness

400µm

Diameter

3”

Orientation

<1-0-0>
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8.2 Substrate Preparation
8.2.1: Substrate Cleaning
The aluminum foil was first cleaned following the process described in section 4.4.1.
8.2.2: One Sided Etching of the Silicon Wafer
The in-built nano structure on the smooth/polished side of the Si wafer was intended to
be used by sputtering Au on it. But, due to the large thickness of the wafer it was difficult to
attach it at the end of an optical fiber.
1. The larger the thickness the larger the weight of the wafer. So, a very strong epoxy is
needed to hold it at the end of the fiber.
2. Large thickness increases the etching time as well. In this work an alternate method of
nano structure fabrication at the end of the probe is developed and used, where the SERS
substrate is attached with epoxy at the end of the fiber and then etched. After etching the
nano structure is at the end of the fiber attached by the epoxy.

The first problem can be solved by using a strong epoxy. “AB” epoxy (Harbor Freight Tools
brand, Camarillo, California) is transparent, strong, and become solidifies in 5 minutes.
Although several other epoxies were tried “AB” epoxy produced the best result (Table 8.2). In
order to solve the second problem, the wafer was thinned by etching the back side. But, after a
certain thickness the wafer will becomes so fragile that it is impossible to attach it at the end of
the fiber.
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Table 8.2 Comparison of different type of epoxies
Epoxy

Advantage

Disadvantage

2 TON epoxy

Transparent

Not very strong,

Devcon home

Held the wafer for 2 hours at

(Danvers, Massachusetts)

the end of the fiber at 500C in
30% KOH

Industrial Glue

Transparent

Held the wafer for 3.5 hours at

E6000- Clear

the end of the fiber at 500C in

(Eugene, Oregon)

30% KOH

Gorilla Glue

Not transparent,

The Gorilla glue company

Held the wafer for 2.5 hours at

(Sharonville, Ohio)

the end of the fiber at 500C in
30% KOH

“AB” epoxy

Transparent.

Harbor Freight Tools brand

Very strong.

(Camarillo, California)

Held the wafer for 5 hours at
the end of the fiber at 500C in
30% KOH

A set up was made for wet etching the wafer (Figure 8.2). The specifications of this set
up are given in Table 8.3.
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Table 8.3 Specifications of the set up

In order to etch the wafer from one side to a thickness of 120µm first a small Teflon tube
was used (shown in Figure 8.2 (a)) to etch a small section of the wafer (Figure 8.3). 120µm was
etched using the small tube to confine the etching area. 30% Potassium hydroxide (KOH)
solution was used for this wet etching process for 7hours @52 0C temperature. Then the etching
continues with the area defined by the larger tube. After 7.5 hours the area etched by the small
tube opened and the KOH solution drained into the beaker. The remaining wafer had the
thickness of 120µm.
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Figure 8.2. (a) Photograph of the etching set up using small tube (b) Photograph of the etching
set up using large tube

Figure 8.3. Optical image of the Silicon wafer after removing 120µm using small tube to define
the etched area.
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8.2.3 Gold Deposition on the Etched Silicon Wafer
After making the wafer thinner 20nm thick gold was sputtered on the smooth side of the
etched Si wafer. The nano gaps between the gold islands on the wafer create an ideal surface for
enhancement. The SEM image of this SERS substrate is shown below (Figure 8.4).

Figure 8.4 SEM image of the sputtered Au on smooth side of the silicon wafer under 30,000 X
magnification.

8.3 Results
1mM R6G solution was used as a specimen for the in-vitro measurement. A single drop
of R6G solution was placed on the gold nano-structure of the Si wafer and covered with cover
slip to get a flat surface as well as to delay evaporation.

The measurements were done

immediately after adding the drop. A Raman spectrum obtained by this process using the 50X
microscope objective (NA= 0.55) is shown below (Figure 8.5).
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Figure 8.5 Raman spectrum of the 1mM R6G solution on the SERS substrate and on the smooth
side of the bare Si wafer was obtained. The blue curve is the spectrum from 1mM R6G solution
on the gold SERS substrate, and the red curve is the spectrum from 1mM R6G solution on the
smooth side of the bare Si wafer.
The main peaks of the R6G solution at 610, 1310, 1360, 1647 cm-1 are prominent in this
spectrum. The Raman spectrum from 1mM R6G solution on the smooth side of the bare Si
wafer is also shown (Figure 8.7) as a reference. SERS signals were obtained from 1nM to 1mM
R6G concentrations. Over a factor of 106 changes in concentration the Raman intensity changed
by a factor of 195 (Figure 8.8). All the data are reproducible to about ±10%.
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Figure 8.6 Raman signals of R6G solutions (using microscope objective of NA= 0.55) for
viewing on gold on the smooth side of silicon wafer, as a function of the wave number. The
concentration of R6G varied from 1nM to 1mM in steps of 10.
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Figure 8.7 Raman signals (using 50x microscope objective) for viewing on gold as a function of
the concentration of R6G solutions.

The SERS substrate was epoxied to an end of an optical fiber connected to a GRIN lens.
The Si wafer was etched away after the epoxy had completely hardened. The process was the
same as described previously (Chapter 5, section 5.3, Figure 5.7). After preparing the probe with
Si wafer based SERS substrate it was attached at the end of an articulated arm. The Raman
signal (Figure 8.8) from a gelatin block prepared with 1mM R6G solution was obtained in order
to check the performance of this whole the set up.
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Figure 8.8 Raman signal of 1mM R6G in gelatin using optical fiber probe developed by Au
coated silicon wafer.

8.4 Conclusion
This Chapter reports the development of a new, low cost SERS substrate by thinning the
Si wafer and sputtering Au on it. In addition, a needle probe is developed with an optical fiber
and this substrate.
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CHAPTER 9: SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

9.1 Summary of Results
Three new Surface Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS) substrates were developed by
using (1) aluminum foil with gold, (2) carbon nanotube laden aluminum foil with gold, and (3)
silicon wafer with gold. Of these three SERS substrates, the carbon nanotube laden aluminum
foil with gold had the maximum enhancement (Table 9.1).

Table 9.1 Comparison of 3 newly developed SERS substrates
Type of the SERS substrate

Raman Intensity for 1mM R6G
solution on the SERS substrate

Aluminum foil with gold

11693

Carbon nanotube laden aluminum foil with gold

21500

Silicon wafer with gold

4850

A new method was developed to fabricate rough metal nano structures at the end of an
optical fiber in a needle. The needle probe was connected to a Raman spectrometer through an
articulated arm and inserted into Gelatin blocks prepared with different concentrations of
Rhodamine6G solutions. This single fiber SERS probe produced a strong signal, comparable to
the same NA microscope objective in a conventional in vitro set up. It was many times greater
than the signal produced by multiple fiber systems. Nano particles are not needed to be inserted
and/or removed at the specimen site as in previously designed probes using multiple fibers. [45, 47,
61]
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This minimally invasive system successfully distinguished cancerous colon tissues from
the healthy colon of freshly sacrificed mice. This system not only reduces the post procedural
risk of biopsy for cancer detection but reduces the cancer detection time, and permits a single
insertion to examine multiple sites. Probes designed with Al foil and Au based SERS substrates
were used for this purpose. The probe sensitivity was optimized with a SERS substrate using
carbon nanotube laden Al foil covered with Au.

9.2 Recommendations for future work
The surface enhancement of Raman spectra is a complex phenomenon strongly
dependent on the morphology of the rough metallic surface. Accordingly, we will evaluate
Raman enhancement for sputtered and evaporated gold films for (1) average thickness, (2)
deposition angle, (3) proximity to chamber sidewalls or other structures, and (4) material and
morphology of substrate. Complex substrates, e.g., arrays of carbon nanotubes, are of particular
interest.
Since the Raman signal is proportional to the square of the numerical aperture of the
fiber, we will construct probes with higher NA optical fibers than are available in the GRIN
lens/fiber assembly.
Probes with curved and angled tips can be developed so that the probe can look to the
side as well as to the front, and we will evaluate thinner, less invasive, but more fragile needles.
Lighter, more easily manipulated arms with higher optical transmission and more
sections for greater flexibility will be developed. The goal is for the arm to be as convenient for
a technician to use as the arm which drives a dentist’s drill. Hollow optical fibers will be
evaluated as more flexible replacements for the articulate arm.
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Applications other than cancer detection, e.g., cartilage and arthritis [91- 98] will also be
evaluated.

9.3 Final remarks
The minimally invasive probe developed here brings Raman spectroscopy closer to a
clinical environment, permitting cancer diagnosis.
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